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Handy e-Utilities

What is It? Small businesses that concerned about security
(and they should be) need to implement personal virtual
private network (VPN) services. These services hide online
activity from snoops, and limits who can and can't access
network content. Most VPNs are pay-to-play but there are a
few services, such as CyberGhost$3.50 at CyberGhost, that
give you a bit of protection at no cost.
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CyberGhost is the best free VPN service on the market. It
Week
offers reliable connection speeds and excellent network
security, plus it works on most modern operating systems
• e Toon
(OSes). It's somewhat difficult to configure, especially for
really small businesses; and if you need Mac or Linux
support, you'll need to upgrade to the paid version. But if
you just need something simple, easy, and free, then CyberGhost is a great tool.
What is does? Cyberghost VPN is a partly-free VPN service
that provides a variety of services: surfing or torrenting
anonymously,

unblocking

streaming

and

websites,

protecting one's Internet connection from tampering while
using unfamiliar Wi-Fi networks, or even customizing one's
settings to accomplish any other VPN task you might dream
of.
Before anything else, it bears noting that Cyberghost is extremely easy to use. To get
an idea of how easy, it's worth trying yourself. Essentially, all of the most common VPN
tasks are a tap or two away, so if this is your first battle against Internet censorship,
Cyberghost will ensure you win it quickly and handily. The app also handles a less
common use case: streaming. Though a VPN is never appropriate for time-sensitive
gaming, Cyberghost goes through the complex work of figuring out if and where it can
direct you to streaming services (be they news or movies), which many VPNs cannot
do. Everything else said, although Cyberghost VPN is a subscription service, you can use it
for free. Only the "Unblock Basic Websites" profile is available, which lets you get around

censorship and website bans of all sorts. Since this is the overall most essential use case
for VPNs, the fact it's free and lets you try out Cyberghost is a good thing !!

NEWS OF THE WEEK
WHATSAPP: PIP FEATURE FOR ANDROID USRS
The feature essentially lets users watch YouTube videos or scroll through Instagram or
Facebook feed in a small window which will appear in any one corner of the screen, while
the background will be of the WhatsApp chat. WhatsApp is finally rolling out the PiP
feature to all Android users in India. iPhone users have been enjoying the Picture-inPicture (PiP)feature on WhatsApp since the beginning of this year. But the feature, sadly,
wasn't available for Android which disappointed a lot of users. WhatsApp has been testing
the PiP feature for Android for a long time now -- from October -- and until now the feature
was in beta stage. But now, WhatsApp is finally rolling out the PiP feature to all Android
users in India.
This means, if you're an Android user, multitasking has become easier for you. The Picturein-picture feature will let you message your friend or family members on WhatsApp and
alongside that also watch a YouTube video or comment on your friends Instagram stories.
Until now, to watch a YouTube video the Android user had to leave WhatsApp to watch it,
but now, after the coming of PiP feature, the user will be able to watch the video and
also message on the single screen at the same time.
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